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YDo not write
outside the

box

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.

The triangle ABC, shown in the diagram, is such that AC : 9 cm , BC : 10 cm,
anele ABC :54" and the acute anqle BAC : 0 .

A

(a)

(b)

Show that 0

Calculate the area of triangle ABC,
centimetre.

nearest degree.

giving your answer to the nearest square

(3 marks )

(3 nturl;: )

10 cm

aa.a.aaaaaaaaaa
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4

a sector OAB of a

v'Do not write
outside the

bax

The diagram shows circle with centre O.

o

The radius of the circle.is 6 cm and the angle AOB :0.5 radians.

(a) Find the area of the sector OAB .

(b) (i) Find the length of the arc AB .

(ii) Hence show that

the perimeter of the sector OAB : k x the length of the arc AB

where k is an inteser.

(2

(2

rnarks)

ma,rks)

(2 ntlrks)
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v'Do not wrlte
,.:rttside the

bax

3 (a) The expression (2 + t')' can be rvritten in the form

8 +pr2 +q*a f ,16 1

Show that p *_ 12 and find the value of the integer q.

(b) (i) Hence find r Q -l- r 
2)3 

dr .

.J 
-;*

(2 -r *')t
dr

xq
(ii) Hence find the exact value of j:

(3 mnrks)

(5 marks)

Q rnurks)

QUFSI/ON
PART

REFERENCE
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-'"Do not write
outside the

box

4 (a) of any point where
(2 marks)

: 4x onto the
(2 marks)

5

(2 marks)

(b)

Sketch the curve with equation y - 4* , indicating the coordinates
the curve intersects the coordinate axes. 

I

Describe the geometrical transformation that maps the graph of y
graPh of Y:4x - 5.

(c) (a) Use the substitution Y :2x to show that the equation 4x - 2xt2
written as Y2 - 4Y - 5 :0.

QUESNON
PART

REFERENCE

(ii) Hence show that the equation 4x -2x-t2 - 5:0 has only one real solution.
Use logarithms to find this solution, giving your answer to three decimal places.

4 marlcs)

ttl
lll
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'c"Do not write
outside the

bcx10

The diagram shows paft of a curve with a maximum point M.

"t'

is defined far x

3

t)-6x-2x2

The curve

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

( I mark)

giving your answer in the
(4 marks)

the point R. Find the
(2 ncarks)

r-' , d1'
r lno

dr

Hence find the coordinates of the maximum point M.

Write dor,l'n the equation of the normal to the curve at M.

rhe point , (Z,T) lies on the curve.

Find an equation of the normal to the curve at the point P,
fbrm ax * by - c, where ctn b and c are positive integers.

Ttrre nortnals to the curve at the points M and P intersect at
coordinates of R.

(a)

(b) (i)

(i i)

(c)

(i)

(i i)

I

lil ilil |l|l
0
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equation y -
the curve C,

sinx, where x
the x-axis from

"- Do not write
outside the

box

i

-t.

radlans, 
:

I

2and i

is in
0to

6

12

A curve C, defined for 0 ( x
is sketched below. The region bounded by
theline x-2 isshaded.

12
The area of the shaded region is given by I sinxdx, where x is in radians.

J0 
re x ls tn raolans.

i

Use the trapezium rule with five ordinates (four strips) to find an approximate value 
i

for the area of the shaded region, giving your answer to three significant figures. 
i

(4 marks) 
1

I

Describe the geometrical transformation that maps the graph of y : sinx onto the 
l

graph of y - 2 sinx . (2 marks) 
1

i

Use a trigonometrical identity to solve the equation 
i

:

2 sinx : cosx 
I

in the interval 0 ( x { 2n ,giving your solutions in radians to three significint' 
i

figures. (4 marks) 
|

(a)

(b)

(c)

aaaaaaaaaaaaa
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The nth term of a sequence is u,,

utt+ 
1

14

The sequence is defined by

: PLtn -f q :

"'--'Do not write
outside the

box

(a)

(b)

where p and 4 are constants.

The first two terms of the sequence are given by ,t: 60 and uz : 4g .

The limit of u, as n tends to infinity is 12 .

.1
Show that p : j and find the value of q.

Find the value of ar .

(5 marks)

(l mark)

ililltllfllitltliltl
14

tl-L
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Prove that, for all values

16

of x, the value of the

%*Do not write
outside the

box

expression

tl : r?
J cos x)-(3 sin x f cos ,)2 + (sin x -

is an integer and state its value. (4 marks)

./ i.
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1B

of a geometric series is 12 and the common

:

to infinity of'the series.

-7'Da not write
outside the

box

The first term

Find the sum

Shor,v that the

ratio of the series is

(a)

(b)

(2 murks)

(.3 ntct,rlr,r )

( I mark)

(1 marks )

(c) The nth tenn of the series is Ltn .

(i) write down an expression for u,, in terms of n.

(ii) Hence show that

^t 6t

sixth term of the series can be written in the form +
r13
L

rl

togo r,tr, --= n logrr 3 (3, 5) logo 2

I-l

I

tl

I

I
It;
I

I'
I
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